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Lee-Ann Ford’s quiet life in Taiwan changed when storm blockers 
were proposed along a nearby stretch of coastline. The structures 
threatened to block access to the beach and local residents were upset, 
so the 22-year-old Canadian-born head of a private language school 
decided to research and present alternative options at a town council 
meeting. She was promptly shown the door by local officials, and told 
that the issue wasn’t her business. 

“That’s when Linking Individuals for Nature Conservation (LINC) 
was born,” Ford says, with a laugh. “It woke up my soul. I just thought, 
no one can tell me that the environment isn’t my business.”

LINC has become an intense commitment for its founder, who 
still supports herself financially with a language and translation firm. 
Although she speaks at policy level on various international platforms, 
including the UN’s Commission on Sustainable Development, Ford 
most prizes her work among communities. Her aim is to demystify 
environmental problems and their possible solutions.

Having studied second-language education and psycholinguistics, 
Ford says she has had to learn “everything ecological” through basically 
doing it.  

Such a can-do attitude has enabled Ford to rally communities 
in the Philippines to action. Drawn to Boracay Island on holiday in 
2006 by advertisements boasting white sand and azure seascapes, she 
remembers being bewildered by the environmental degradation she 
had found instead. Garbage was being piped directly onto beaches, 
while the decimation of reefs and their marine populations had badly 
affected the island’s scuba tourism. Shelving her holiday plans, Ford 
embarked on some of her most ambitious projects to date, encouraging 
local residents and business owners to get involved in protecting their 
marine surroundings. 

“I was knocking on doors within about three days,” she laughs. 
“They said, ‘woah, who’s this weird environmentalist girl’, saying, ‘we 
need to talk’. But they came. They were all aware of the problems.”

The following two years saw funds raised among local business 
owners, permissions obtained from the Philippine government, 
and environmental consultants flown in from the United States for 
various projects on the island. Ford involved different sectors in the 
community, from coastguards to holidaymakers, with tasks such as 
collecting the coral-eating snails, which had flourished without big 
fish predators. LINC also encouraged struggling fishermen away 
from dynamite fishing by training them as environmental liaisons. 
Under the guidance of a LINC ally, Dr Thomas Goreau of the Global 
Coral Reef Alliance, a coalition of volunteer scientists, divers and 
environmentalists built a new reef using simple biorock technology. 
Part of it was made possible by Shangri-La’s Boracay Resort and Spa, 
which had approved the donation of useable construction waste. 

Through hell 
and high water  

Jo Baker Gary Ng 

Lee-Ann Ford

biorock
Canadian teacher-turned-environmental policy spokesperson Lee-Ann Ford (opposite page) has 
been actively engaged in the conservation of Bulabog beach in Boracay, the Philippines, where 
the local community and fellow volunteers (clockwise from top) have reduced water pollution, 
collected coral-eating snails, and attached pieces of broken coral on the area’s biorock reef.  
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“It’s not that people aren’t willing to act – there doesn’t have to be 
good guys and bad guys,” Ford says. “But [many] just don’t know what 
to do. So we talk to them – show them the possibilities.” 

Ford continues to hone her bottom-up approach in the Philippines 
and beyond. 

LINC’s latest mission is to develop a workable model for 
community-supported agriculture programmes in Hong Kong. 

A decade on, in a reflective mood, Ford can also recognise the 
scope of her achievements. By helping to remove the fear factor from 
environmental activism, using calm and creativity, Ford has seen 
her can-do attitude infused through small communities across Asia. 
“It’s hard to be an environmental front-liner because you see the 
worst thing possible and try to relate it to people – that our planet is 
disappearing – and sometimes it doesn’t seem like they understand,” 
she says. “But when you show them [that they] can build an entire reef 
themselves, their eyes light up, and they change.

 “I’ve definitely been through hell and high water with LINC, but I 
believe that history is constantly being written.” 

Lee-Ann Ford Puerto Galera Big La Laguna
Dr Thomas Goreau Big La Laguna biorock

Lee-Ann Ford (clockwise from below left) discusses the Big La Laguna Beach project in Puerto Galera, in the Philippines, and surveys conservation 
e!orts on Boracay with coral reef expert Dr Thomas Goreau. Meanwhile, engineers and locals build a biorock reef for the Big La Laguna Beach.
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